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The Semantics of Questions: 
Questions as (Exhaustive) Propositions (Groenendijk & Stokhoff 1982) 

 
1. The Semantic Type of Questions and the Exhaustivity of Questions 
 
(1) One Central Question: What is the semantic type of a question? 
  
 a. Hamblin (1973), Karttunen (1977):   <st,t> (a set of propositions) 
 
 b. Groenendijk & Stokhoff (1982):  <s,t> (a proposition) 
 
 
 
(2) a. Obvious Objection: If questions denote propositions, then why does it seem 
     weird to talk about a question being true or false? 
 
 b. Possible Answers (Groenendijk & Stokhoff 1982): 
 

(i) Under their analysis, the proposition denoted by a question will always be 
true (thus, we couldn’t use it to convey information) 

 
(ii) Following Karttunen (1977), G&S aren’t seeking to capture intuitions 

about matrix questions, only the best theory for embedded questions. 
 
 
 
1.1 Groenendijk & Stokhoff’s (1982) Arguments that Questions Denote Propositions 
 
(3) First Argument: Selection Patterns 
 
 a. The Argument: 
 

• Many verbs can take both declarative and interrogative complements. 
• Karttunen (1977) only captures this via a special interpretation rule. 
• But if interrogative complements simply denoted propositions, we don’t 

need a special rule! 
 

b. Counter-Argument:  
But lots of verbs can only take one kind of clause or the other (believe, ask) 

 
 c. Response:  

Well, maybe the restrictions on complement type are syntactic (not semantic). 
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(4) Second Argument: Entailment Patterns 
 
 a. The Argument: 
 

• Many of the verbs that take either declarative or interrogative complements 
license a particular inference pattern: 

 
(i) Dave knows whether Mary smokes. 

    Mary smokes. Therefore, Dave knows that Mary smokes. 
    Mary doesn’t smoke. Therefore, Dave knows Mary doesn’t smoke. 
 
  (ii) Dave told Sue whether Mary smokes. 
    Mary smokes. Therefore, Dave told Sue that Mary smokes. 
    Mary doesn’t smoke. Thus, Dave told Sue Mary doesn’t smoke. 
 
  (iii) Dave knows who smokes. 
    Bill and John smoke. Therefore, Dave knows Bill and John smoke. 
 
  (iv) Dave told Sue who smokes. 
    Bill and John smoke. Thus, Dave told Sue Bill and John smoke. 
 

• Karttunen (1977) captures this inference pattern, but only by appealing to a 
special interpretation rule. 

 
• But suppose interrogative complements simply denoted their true and 

complete answer! Then, we wouldn’t need a special rule. 
 

b. A Counter-Argument: 
Maybe we won’t need a special interpretation rule, unlike Karttunen (1977). But 
we should still keep an eye on what other costs the G&S story force on us. 

 
 c. Another Counter-Argument: 

There are some verbs that take both declarative and interrogative complements for 
which this inference pattern is not valid: 

 
  (i) Dave guessed whether Mary walks. 
    Mary walks. *Therefore, Dave guessed that Mary walks. 
 
  (ii) Dave cared whether Mary walks. 
    Mary walks. *Therefore, Dave cared that Mary walks. 
 
 d. Response: 

• As we’ll see, in the G&S system, the extension of a question is its ‘true-and-
complete’ answer. The intension is a different object. 

• We could suppose that verbs like guess and care take the intension of the 
question as argument. Then, the inference pattern wouldn’t be predicted. 
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(5) Third Argument: Conjunction 
 
 a. The Argument: 

For those verbs that can take both interrogative and declarative complements, you 
can actually conjoin the two kinds of complements under a single verb: 

 
  (i) Dave knows whether John smokes and that Mary doesn’t. 
  (ii) Dave told Sue whether John smokes and that Mary doesn’t. 
 

• Since we should only be able to conjoin together expressions of the same type, 
it would be best to analyze the embedded questions as type <s,t> too. 

   
b. Counter-Argument: 

  You can also do these kinds of conjunctions for verbs like guess and care: 
 
  (i) Dave guessed whether John smokes and that Mary doesn’t. 
  (ii) Dave cared whether John smokes and that Mary doesn’t. 
 

• But, in order to capture the non-entailment patterns in (4c), G&S need to 
suppose that these verbs are looking for the intension of a question (type 
<s,st>), and so the puzzle re-emerges. 

 
c. Response: (None that I’m aware of) 

 
 
 
1.2 Exhaustivity in the Semantics of Questions 
 
Since the empirical arguments above are something of a wash, much of the ‘action’ in debates 
over Groenendijk & Stokhoff’s (1982) analysis is over its predictions regarding the 
‘exhaustivity’ of question interpretations… 
 
(6) Exhaustivity in Question Semantics 
 
 a. Weak Exhaustivity 

A semantics for questions is weakly exhaustive if it predicts that (1)-(2) entail (3) 
 
  1. S knows CPinterrogative 
  2. p is not a true answer to CPinterrogative 
  3. S does not believe p 
 
 b. Strong Exhaustivity 

A semantics for questions is strongly exhaustive if it predicts (1)-(2) entail (4) 
 
  4. S knows NOT p 
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(7) Illustration: 
 
 a. Weak Exhaustivity Inference:   

1. Dave knows who smokes. 
  2. Mary doesn’t smoke. 
  3. Therefore, Dave doesn’t believe that Mary smokes. 
 
  b. Strong Exhaustivity Inference:   

1. Dave knows who smokes. 
  2. Mary doesn’t smoke. 
  3. Therefore, Dave knows that Mary doesn’t smoke. 
 
 
(8) Some Discussion: 
 

a. A ‘strongly exhaustive’ semantics for questions is also a ‘weakly exhaustive’ 
semantics, but not vice versa.  

 
b. As we’ve seen, Karttunen’s (1977) analysis is neither weakly nor strongly 

exhaustive. 
 

c. There seems to be general consensus that at least the weak exhaustivity inference 
is valid (and should be predicted). 

 
 d. Much of the debate (that I’m aware of) centers on whether: 
 
  (i) The strong exhaustivity inference is valid 

o Karttunen (1977) says ‘no’, but doesn’t offer evidence. 
 

(ii) Whether either inference should follow from the semantics of the question 
  or the semantics of the embedding verb.  

o G&S propose the former; Beck & Rullmann (1999) argue the latter. 
 
 
(9) Groenendijk & Stokhoff’s (1982) Proposal 
 The extension of a question is its true and complete answer (of type <s,t>).  
 

• Thus [[who smokes]]w will be the proposition that all the smokers in w are smokers 
and all the non-smokers in w are non-smokers. 

 
• This will predict both the (alleged) evidence that embedded questions are type <s,t> 

as well as the strong exhaustivity inference in (7b) 
 

o G&S are actually rather non-committal about whether (7b) is valid. 
o They say that if it turns out to be invalid, maybe their semantics can be weakened  
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2. Questions as Propositions: The General Picture 
 
(10) The Key Idea, Again 
 At a world w, the extension of a question Q is the ‘true and complete’ answer to Q in w. 
 
 a. If Mary smokes in w, then  

[[whether Mary smokes]]w = [ λw’ : Mary smokes in w’ ] 
 
 b. If Mary doesn’t smoke in w, then  

[[whether Mary smokes]]w = [ λw’ : Mary doesn’t smoke in w’ ] 
 

 
How do we deliver this kind of result, though?... 

 
 
(11) One of the Cleverest Formulae in Formal Semantics 
 
 [[ whether S ]]w = [ λw’ : [[S]]w = [[S]]w’ ] 
 
    = [ λw’ : [ λw’’ : [[S]]w’’ ](w)  =  [ λw’’ : [[S]]w’’ ](w’) ]         
 
 
(12) Illustration 
 
 [[ whether Mary smokes ]]w =  
 
 [ λw’ : [ λw’’ : Mary smokes in w’’ ](w)  =  [ λw’’ : Mary smokes in w’’ ](w’)]         
 
 a. Suppose Mary smokes in w 
 

• Then [[whether Mary smokes]]w will take a world w’ and give back True iff 
[λw’’ : Mary smokes in w’’ ](w’) is the same value as  
[ λw’’ : Mary smokes in w’’ ](w)   

 
• Since Mary smokes in w, [ λw’’ : Mary smokes in w’’ ](w) = T 

 
• Therefore, [ λw’’ : Mary smokes in w’’ ](w’) = T too. 

 
• Therefore, Mary smokes in w’ too. 

 
• Therefore, [[whether Mary smokes]]w will take a world w’ and give back True 

iff Mary smokes in that world. 
 

• So, [[whether Mary smokes]]w  =  [ λw’’ : Mary smokes in w’’ ] 
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b. Suppose Mary doesn’t smoke in w 
 

• Then [[whether Mary smokes]]w will take a world w’ and give back True iff 
[λw’’ : Mary smokes in w’’ ](w’) is the same value as  
[ λw’’ : Mary smokes in w’’ ](w)   

 
• Since Mary doesn’t smoke in w, [ λw’’ : Mary smokes in w’’ ](w) = F 

 
• Therefore, [ λw’’ : Mary smokes in w’’ ](w’) = F too. 

 
• Therefore, Mary doesn’t smoke in w’ either. 

 
• Therefore, [[whether Mary smokes]]w will take a world w’ and give back True 

iff Mary doesn’t smoke in that world w’ 
 

• So, [[whether Mary smokes]]w = [ λw’’ : Mary doesn’t smoke in w’’ ] 
 
(13) Expanding This to Wh-Questions 

At a world w, the extension of a question Q is the ‘true and complete’ answer to Q in w. 
 
 a. If Bill and John (and nobody else) smoke in w, then:  

[[who smokes]]w  = [ λw’ : Bill and John (and nobody else) smoke in w’ ] 
 
 b. If Joe (and nobody else) smoke in w, then: 

[[who smokes]]w  = [ λw’ : Joe (and nobody else) smokes in w’ ] 
 
 
(14) Another Very Clever Formula 
 
 [[ who VP ]]w    = [ λw’ : [[VP]]w = [[VP]]w’ ] 
 
      =  [ λw’ : [ λw’’ : λx: [[VP]]w’’(x) ](w) = [ λw’’ : λx: [[VP]]w’’(x) ](w’) ] 
 
  
(15) Illustration: [[who smokes]]w 

  
 [ λw’ : [ λw’’ : λx: x smokes in w’’ ](w) = [ λw’’ : λx: x smokes in w’’ ](w’) ]        
 

Suppose that Bill and John (and nobody else) smoke in w, then: 
• [[who smokes]]w will take a world w’, and return T iff the entities x that smoke in w’ 

are the same as the entities x that smoke in w. 
• The entities that smoke in w are Bill and John (and nobody else) 
• Therefore, [[who smokes]]w will take a world w’, and return T iff the entities that 

smoke in w’ are Bill and John (and nobody else) 
• Therefore, [[who smokes]]w = [ λw’ : Bill and John (and nobody else) smoke in w’ ] 
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(16) Crucial Prediction: Strong Exhaustivity 
 

• As shown above, if Bill and John (and nobody else) are the smokers in w, then [[who 
smokes]]w = [ λw’ : Bill and John (and nobody else) smoke in w’ ] 

 
• Therefore, we predict that if (16a) is true in world w, then (16b) will be true in w too. 

 
a. Sue knows who smokes 

 
 b. Sue knows that Bill and John (and nobody else) smoke 
 

• Therefore, since Tom is not a smoker in w (by assumption), it follows that (16c) will 
also be true in w. 

 
c. Sue knows that Tom is not a smoker. 

 
• Thus, this semantics will license the ‘strongly exhaustive inference’ (7b) 

 
 
(17) Strong Exhaustivity in a Bit More Detail 
 
 a. Let’s suppose the following semantics for know: 
 
  (i) KNOW(x,w) = {w’ : w’ is consistent with what x knows in w } 
  (ii) [[ know ]]w = [ λp : λx : ∀w’ ∈ KNOW(x,w) . p(w’) = T ] 
 
 b. Then, given the assumption in (14)-(15): 
 
  [[ Dave knows who smokes ]]w = T iff 
 
  ∀w’ ∈ KNOW(Dave,w) .  

     [ λw’’ : λx: x smokes in w’’ ](w) = [ λw’’ : λx: x smokes in w’’ ](w’) ]      iff 
 

  ∀w’ ∈ KNOW(Dave,w) . [λx: x smokes in w] = [λx: x smokes in w’ ]      
 
 c. Now, if Tom doesn’t smoke in w, then [λx: x smokes in w](Tom) = F 
 

d. So, if w’ ∈ KNOW(Dave,w), then given the truth-conditions in (17b), it follows 
that then [λx: x smokes in w’](Tom) = F 

 
 e. Therefore, Tom doesn’t smoke in w’. 
 

f. Since w’ was arbitrary, it follows that ∀w’ ∈ KNOW(Dave,w) . Tom doesn’t 
smoke in w’. 

 
 g. Therefore, [[Dave knows that Tom doesn’t smoke]]w = T 
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(18) Another Key Prediction: Negative Answers 
 
 a. Result: 

In a world w where nobody smokes, [[who smokes]]w has a defined value, and is 
equal to [ λw’ : nobody smokes in w’ ] 

 
• [[ who smokes ]]w               = 

 
• [ λw’ : [ λw’’ : λx: x smokes in w’’ ](w) =  

[ λw’’ : λx: x smokes in w’’ ](w’) ]          = 
 

• the function that maps a world w’ to True iff  
[λx: x smokes in w’] = [λx: x smokes in w]          = 

 
• the function that maps a world w’ it True iff 

   [λx: x smokes in w’] = the function that maps all entities to False        = 
 

• the function that maps a world w’ it True iff 
there are no entities that smoke in w’         = 

 
• [ λw’ : nobody smokes in w’ ] 

 
 b. Discussion: 

o Thus, under this semantics, a question “who smokes” does not presuppose that 
there are entities that smoke. 
 

o Moreover, under this semantics, a statement like ‘nobody smokes’ counts as a 
strict ‘semantic answer’ to the question  

 
 
3. Compositional Implementation of the General Picture 
 
As with my presentation of Karttunen’s (1977) proposals, I’m going to take some necessarily 
liberties in my presentation of Groenendijk & Stokhoff’s compositional semantics. 
 

• The key ideas will be presented in a formal notation and syntactic framework similar 
to what has been used in previous handouts (Heim & Kratzer 1998). 

 
(19) First Ingredient: Keshet’s (2011) ^-Operator 
 
 [[ ^ XP ]]w  = [ λw’ : [[XP]]w’ ] 
 
(20) Second Ingredient: Wh-Words are Identity Functions 
 
 [[ who / what ]]w = [ λf<et> : f ] 
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(21) Third, Key Ingredient: The Interrogative Complementizer 
 

There is an operator Q, which is a C-head, which heads an interrogative CP. 
 
 a. Syntax: (i) Sentence: whether Mary smokes 
    (ii) LF:  [ Q [ ^ [ Mary smokes ] ] 
 
    (iii) Sentence: who smokes 
    (iv) LF:  [ Q [ ^ who [ 1 [ t1 smokes ] ] ] ] 
 
 b. Semantics: 
  We will assume a special syncategorematic interpretation rule for Q 
 
  [[ Q XP ]]w  =  [ λw’ :  [[XP]]w(w)  =  [[XP]]w(w’) ] 
 
 
(22) Illustration: Polar Questions 
 
 a. [[ Q [ ^ [ Mary smokes ] ]  ]]w         = (by (21b)) 
 
 b. [ λw’ :  [[^ Mary smokes]]w(w)  =  [[^ Mary smokes]]w(w’) ]     = (by (19), etc.) 
 
 c. [ λw’ :  [ λw’’ : Mary smokes in w’](w) = [ λw’’ : Mary smokes in w’](w’) ] 
 
(23) Illustration: (Simple) Wh-Questions 
 
 a. [[ Q [ ^ who [ 1 [ t1 smokes ]…]  ]]w         = (by (21b))  
 
 b [ λw’ :  [[^ who [ 1 [ t1 smokes ]…]  ]]w(w) =  

  [[^ who [ 1 [ t1 smokes ]…]  ]]w(w’) ]      = (by (19), etc.) 
 
 c. [ λw’ : [ λw’’ : λx: x smokes in w’’ ](w) = [ λw’’ : λx: x smokes in w’’ ](w’) ] 
 
 
(24) Some Discussion 
 

• Like Karttunen (1977), Groenendijk & Stokhoff (1982) also offer a treatment of so-
called ‘alternative questions’, like Did Dave come to the party, or did Sue? 

(I’ll skip it in this handout, since it isn’t so central…) 
 

• Like Karttunen (1977), Groenendijk & Stokhoff’s (1982) analysis straightforwardly 
applies to multiple wh-questions 

(See below!...) 
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(25) The Analysis of Multiple Wh-Questions 
 
 a. Sentence: Who ate what? 
 
 b. LF:  [ Q [ ^ [ who [ 1 [ what [ 2 [ t1 ate t2 ]…] 
 
 c. Predicted Meaning: (Semantic derivation left as exercise to the reader) 
 
  [ λw’ : [ λw’’ : λx: λy: x ate y in w’’ ](w) =  

[ λw’’ : λx: λy: x ate y in w’’ ](w’) ]   = 
 
  [ λw’ : [ λx: λy: x ate y in w ]  =  [ λx: λy: x ate y in w’ ] ]  = 
 

The function that maps a world w’ to T iff the set of pairs <x,y> such that x likes y 
in w’ are the same as the set of such pairs in the actual world.  

 
 d. Some Discussion: 
   

(i) Suppose that in w, Dave ate the pie, Frank ate the bread, and nobody else 
ate anything else… 

 
(ii) Then [[who ate what]]w maps w’ to true iff the set of pairs <x,y> such that 

x likes y in w’ are the same as the set of such pairs in the actual world. 
 

(iii) Thus, [[who ate what]]w maps w’ to true iff the set of pairs <x,y> such that 
x likes y in w’ are <Dave, the pie> and <Frank, the bread>.  

 
(iv) Thus, [[who ate what]]w maps w’ to true iff Dave ate the pie, and Frank ate 

the bread, and nobody else ate anything else. 
 
  (v) Thus, [[who ate what]]w =  

 
[ λw’ : Dave ate the pie in w’ and Frank ate the bread in w’, and  
 nobody else ate anything else in w’ ] = 

 
   The true and complete answer to the question in w! 
 
 e. Prediction: Strong Exhaustivity Inference for Multiple Wh-Questions 
 

The semantics predicted above in turn predicts that the following ‘strong 
exhaustivity inference’ should be valid for multiple wh-questions. 

 
  (i) Bill knows who ate what. 
  (ii) Tom did not eat the pie. 
  (iii) Therefore, Bill knows that Tom did not eat the pie. 
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4. Groenendijk & Stokhoff’s Approach to Which-Questions 
 
(26) Review: A Key Problem for Karttunen’s (1977) Semantics 
 
 a. Sentence: Dave knows which students smoke. 
 
 b. Predicted Meaning in Karttunen’s (1977) Semantics: 

∀p .  ∃x . x is a student in w & p(w) = T & p = [λw’: x smokes in w’ ]  à 
    [[know]]w(p)(Dave) 
 

‘If p is a true proposition of the form ‘x smokes’, where x is a student, then Dave 
knows p’ 
 

 c. Problematic Scenario: 
Tom and Sue are the students who smoke. Dave knows that Tom smokes and that 
Sue smokes, but he doesn’t know that they are students.  

 
 d. The Problem: 

The truth-conditions in (26b) will hold in scenario (26c), but there’s a very 
salient reading of (26a) where it is false in scenario (26c). 

 
 e. Some Helpful Terminology: 
  (i) The De Re Reading of (26a): The reading true in scenario (26c) 
  (ii) The De Dicto Reading of (26a): The reading false in scenario (26c) 
 
 f. The Problem, Restated 

Karttuenen’s (1977) semantics only predicts the de re reading of an embedded 
which-question; it doesn’t predict the (possibly more salient) de dicto reading. 

 
(27) Groenendijk & Stokhoff’s Analysis of Which 
 
 a. Semantics of Which:  [[which]]w  = [ λf<et> : f ] 
 
 b. First Key Consequence: [[which NP]]w  = [[NP]]w 

   
 c. Second Key Consequence: 

Since [[which NP]]w is an <et>-function (equal to [[NP]]w), we can use Predicate 
Modification to interpret the combination of which NP with its sister! 

 
  (i) [[ [ [which students ] [ 1 [ t1 smoke ]…] ]]w  = (by PM) 
 
  (ii) [ λx : [[which students]]w(x) = T & [[ 1 [ t1 smoke ] ]]w(x) = T ] = 
 
  (iii) [ λx : [[students]]w(x) = T & [[ 1 [ t1 smoke ] ]]w(x) = T ] = 
 
  (iv) [ λx : x is a student in w & x smokes in w ] 
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(28) Predicted Semantics for Which-Questions 
 
 a. Sentence: Which students smoke 
 
 b. LF:  [ Q [ ^ [which students] [ 1 [ t1 smokes ] ] ] ] 
 
 c. Predicted Meaning: (semantic derivation left as an exercise to the reader) 
 
  [ λw’ : [ λw’’ : λx: x is a student in w’’ and x smokes in w’’ ](w) =  

 [ λw’’ : λx: x is a student in w’’ and x smokes in w’’](w’) ] = 
 
  [ λw’ : [λx: x is a student in w and x smokes in w] =  
       [λx: x is a student in w’ and x smokes in w’] ]  = 
 

The function which maps a world w’ to True iff the entities that are students and
 smoke in w’ are the same as the entities that are students and smoke in w. 

 
 d. Predicted Meaning for Which-Questions Under Know 
 
  (i) Sentence: Dave knows which students smoke. 
 
  (ii) Predicted Truth-Conditions: 
   ∀w’ ∈ KNOW(Dave,w) .  

[λx: x is a student in w and x smokes in w] =  
       [λx: x is a student in w’ and x smokes in w’] 
 

In all of the worlds w’ consistent with Dave’s knowledge, the students in 
w’ who smoke in w’ are the same as the students in w who smoke in w.  

 
  (iii) Discussion: 
 

o The truth-conditions above would not hold in a scenario like the 
following: 
Tom and Sue are the students who smoke (in w), and that Dave 
knows Tom and Sue smoke, but he doesn’t know they are students. 
 

o That is, the truth-conditions above require Dave to know, of the 
student smokers, that those individuals are indeed students. 

 
o Thus, Groenendijk & Stokhoff’s (1982) semantics easily predicts 

the de dicto reading of (28di), which was problematic for 
Karttunen… 

 
 
But how do we get Karttunen’s de re reading?... 
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(29) G&S’s (1982) Analysis of the De Re Reading of Which-Questions 
 
 a. LF: [ students [ 2 [ Dave knows [ Q [ ^ [which t2 ] [ 1 [ t1 smokes ]…] 
 
  We simply QR ‘students’ into the matrix clause, to get a transparent reading! 
 
 b. Predicted Truth-Conditions: 
 
  ∀w’ ∈ KNOW(Dave,w) .  

[λx: x is a student in w and x smokes in w] =  
       [λx: x is a student in w and x smokes in w’] 
 
  In all the worlds w’ consistent with Dave’s knowledge,  
   the individuals who are students in w and smokers in w, are  
    (students in w and) smokers in w’ 
 
 c. Discussion: 

The truth-conditions in (29b) will hold in a scenario where Tom and Sue are the 
student smokers in w, and all Dave knows is that Tom and Sue smoke.  

 
 
(30) Side-Note: Another Way of Deriving the De Re Reading 

Instead of QR-ing the NP students, we could (of course) instead assume that there are 
phonologically unpronounced ‘world-pronouns’ in the English sentence, and assume that 
the world-argument of students is bound in the matrix clause… 

 
 
(31) Groenendijk & Stokhoff (1982): Some Summary Points 
 

a. G&S (1982) analyze the extension of a question Q (at a world w) as a proposition, 
the true and complete answer to Q in w. 

 
 b. This assumption immediately captures: 
 
  (i) Key inference/entailment patterns with verbs like know and tell  
   (which Karttunen captures with a special stipulated interpretation rule) 
 
  (ii) The ability for interrogative CPs to be conjoined with declarative CPs 
 

(iii) The ‘strongly’ and ‘weakly’ exhaustive reading of sentences like “Dave 
knows which students smoke.”  

 
 c. Their compositional semantics has all the advantages that Karttunen’s does 
 

d. Their semantics allows for a treatment of which-questions that captures both their 
de re and their de dicto interpretations. 


